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ABSTRACT
Algorithmically generated personas can help organizations understand their social media audiences. However, when using algorithms to create personas from social media user data, the resulting
personas may contain toxic quotes that negatively affect content
creators’ perceptions of the personas. To address this issue, we
have implemented toxicity detection in an algorithmic persona
generation system capable of using tens of millions of social media interactions and user comments for persona creation. On the
system’s user interface, we provide a feature for content creators
using the personas to turn on or off toxic quotes, depending on
their preferences. To investigate the feasibility of this feature, we
conducted a study with 50 professionals in the online publishing
domain. The results show varied reactions, including hate-filter critics, hate-filter advocates, and those in between. Although personal
preferences play a role, the usefulness of toxicity filtering appears
primarily driven by the work task – specifically the type and topic
of stories the content creator seeks to create. We identify six use
cases where a toxicity filter is beneficial. For system development,
the results imply that it is beneficial to give content creators the
option to view or not view toxic comments, rather than making
this decision in their stead. We also discuss the ethical implications
of removing toxic quotes in algorithmically generated personas,
including potentially biasing the user representation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction
(HCI).
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1

INTRODUCTION

Personas are fictitious human beings that represent users of a system, product, or online content [16, 84]. Personas support usercentered activities [8] in human-computer interaction (HCI) and
related fields, as they increase the empathetic understanding of
users [79]. Because personas aggregate users under specific types,
designers, developers and content creators can consider the persona’s needs and wants in their work [25, 57], and communicate
about users to others in the organization [10, 49, 53] in an easily
approachable way – similar to a ‘real person’. One prominent area
of persona application is online content creation—e.g., digital journalism, research publication services, professional bloggers, social
media influencers, etc.—where personas are used for understanding
digital audiences and online news readers [15, 29, 32, 75].
Even though personas are well-established in industry and research [28, 50], manual persona creation has drawbacks, including
small sample sizes, subjective analysis methods, time and cost factors, and the difficulty to account for changing user behavior over
time [13, 33, 63, 64]. To address these drawbacks and to keep up
with the ever-increasing volume of quantitative social media user
data, researchers have developed methodologies and systems for
algorithmically generated personas (AGPs) that are created from
online analytics and social media user data [4, 5, 45, 48, 75, 88].
AGPs are enabled by three major data-driven trends [1, 61]: (1)
online platforms that provide aggregated statistics about users [81],
(2) data science algorithms that help automate persona creation analyses [86], and (3) online interaction techniques that enable persona
users’ interaction with the personas via responsive systems and
user interfaces (UI) [30].
AGPs typically display user information in persona profiles (see
Figure 1) which also contain quotes (i.e., comments by users in
online conversations) that are intended to reflect the personality
and attitudes of the persona [51]. When creating personas for online content creators to represent social media user data, any toxic
quotes may affect online content creators’ impressions of what
kind of person the persona is [65, 66, 71]. Following the creation
of AGPs from social media user data, researchers have observed
an increasing likelihood of toxic comments appearing on algorithmically generated personas [65, 71]. A toxic comment is defined as
commenting involving harmful intent, often targeting an individual
or group [59]. These toxic comments may automatically be selected
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Figure 1: An automatically created social media persona from an online news channel’s data, served via an interactive persona
system. Persona profiles typically contain quotes reflecting the persona’s attitudes and opinions (see yellow highlights in the
middle of the figure). The organization’s name is masked.
for certain AGPs by the algorithm from social media user data [47].
Therefore, depending on their prevalence in the user data, toxic
comments may appear in automatically generated personas without the persona creators deliberately selecting them for the persona
profile. These toxic quotes may have multiple negative effects on
content creators’ perceptions of the AGPs:
• The impressions of the persona may become contaminated. When algorithms select toxic quotes, the toxicity
in these comments is interpreted by content creators to reflect the attitudes of the persona, even when such toxicity
would not represent the majority views of the users that the
persona represents [68].
• The toxicity may reduce the content creator’s empathy toward the persona when creating content for the segment that
the persona represents. Instead of understanding the persona for the content creation task, the content creator might
be resentful and thus reluctant to design for a toxic person.
Such a loss of empathy would signify losing the primary
benefit of deploying personas in the first place [21, 50, 68].
• Toxic quotes may attract content creators’ attention
to irrelevant information. Instead of learning about the
persona’s needs, content creators may be compelled to focus
on one or several negative comments that do not necessarily
provide any valuable information for decision-making [3] on
content creation and other user-centric tasks. Thereby, toxic
quotes can distract the persona user from their professional
task.
A particular concern is that even a single toxic quote may negatively affect the persona user’s perception of the persona, as persona
users tend to be draw major inferences even from small details in
the persona profile [65]. In social psychology, this is referred to as

the reputation spoiling effect [54]. This effect amplifies the issue
because, even though toxicity does take place in social media, most
online users are not toxic [62]. Therefore, the impact of one or
several toxic quotes may be unjustifiably strong in terms of user
perceptions and the accurate portrayal of user segments.
All of these aspects are also connected with the theme of ethics
in computing systems, and intelligent and autonomous systems
in particular [23, 60]. Normatively speaking, when creating personas automatically, the humans applying the algorithms should
consider the ethical dimensions of the process, instead of transferring control to the autonomous system [40]. As machine learning
(ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies progress, their
implementation is no longer hindered by technical abilities, but
more by human factors. Consequently, this raises a question as
to under what circumstances should automation be used to affect
user representation, such as persona creation, user modeling, and
user segmentation? There is a scarcity of research addressing this
issue, and our study focuses on the context of AGPs, and discusses
a specific case within the theme of merging AI with HCI.
We investigate the toxic quote problem in data-driven personas
by implementing an ML model for toxicity detection that scores
each comment before constructing the persona profile. Then, we
provide a feature in a persona system’s UI to turn off toxic quotes.
Content creators using the personas can thus choose to include or
exclude toxic comments from the personas they are using, giving
them control over the information they see. We also conduct a
feasibility study among content creator professionals to investigate
their perceptions of this filtering feature. With this research, we
provide crucial findings on perceptions of human-AI collaboration
[36] in the context of online content creation, where AGPs may
inherit undesirable aspects due to the application of algorithms for
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social media personas. The main contribution is an overview of
the arguments in favor and against the use of this tool for content
creation. We present a detailed analysis of these arguments and
provide reasoning for why the filtering of toxic quotes in personas
could be useful, and also why it might be harmful.

2

RELATED LITERATURE

The Nordic tradition has focused on ‘design personas’ [10, 11, 53,
77], intended to assist product/UI/UX designers and software developers. This concept is rooted in Cooper’s ‘user personas’ [16] that
are representations of current or potential software users. Online
content creation can be seen as a special case of design tasks, in
which the designer (content creator) designs (creates) content that
is targeted or tailored to specific audience segments (personas).
Research has shown that persona users’ perceptions of the personas they are exposed to are vital for deploying personas in real
organizations. Critical perceptions mentioned in the literature include accuracy [13], credibility [43], immersion and empathy [50],
perceived personality [6, 7], trust [10], and the persona’s usefulness
[16, 63]. The (in)consistency of the information that stakeholders
see in the persona profiles contribute to their persona perceptions
[11].
Research has also established that perceptions of personas differ
individually, and involve stereotypical thinking or subjective interpretation due to the unique backgrounds and experiences of persona
users [27, 41, 71]. Therefore, when assessing users’ perceptions of
persona, it is logical to adopt the concept of person perception, i.e.,
the “general tendency to form impressions of other people” [58] (p.
1) from social psychology [25]. These beliefs that people attribute to
others can relate to appearance, demographic attributes, behaviors,
and other human characteristics [2]. As such, persona perceptions
are human aspects of the personas that content creators consider
when forming their impression of the personas, based on available information [25, 49]. Moreover, the above premise denotes a
departure from the idea that personas should be solely evaluated
by measuring how accurate they are in a technical sense [13], and
additionally, psychological and demographic factors also play an
important role [56]. While researchers should attempt to create
accurate personas that represent the data faithfully, it is also vital to
create personas that are perceived productively [10], i.e., to support
the users’ (e.g., content creators’) goals.
Stakeholders’ perceptions of personas are especially meaningful
when algorithms are used for designing AGPs [20], which involves
making decisions about what information to include in the AGPs.
When the quotes of AGPs are selected automatically from the content the persona has most engaged with [4], the personas’ degree
of toxicity correlates with the toxicity of the comments, a situation
which is aggravated by the existence of bot and troll accounts on
social media [9, 80]. Thus, the more toxic comments there are, the
more likely the persona will appear to be toxic to content creators.
As laid out above, the inclusion of toxic comments in AGPs can
have adverse side effects [52, 66, 71]. It is possible that any number
of toxic comments may make the whole persona appear toxic for
a content creator, and they may not be able to relate to a toxic
persona (or be less able to do so), thus eradicating the empathy
advantages associated with personas. Toxic quotes can also direct
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attention away from persona information that is more important
for the content creation task, such as the persona’s goals, overall
sentiment, or topics of interest. Particularly, Salminen et al. [68]
carried out a controlled user experiment showing 496 participants
both toxic and non-toxic versions of the same manually created
personas, and then asked about the participants’ impressions. The
results indicated that participants found the non-toxic personas
(i.e., those that had no toxic quotes) to be more empathetic, likable,
and credible. The participants also identified more strongly with
the non-toxic personas, and were more willing to use them for
design tasks. These findings imply that a toxicity of AGPs results
in downstream effects for the perception and use of personas. However, it is unclear how the toxicity problem may be addressed in
algorithmically generated personas, which forms a major research
gap. To address this research gap, the current work implements
a filtering module for toxic comments in an algorithmic persona
generation system, and evaluates the module by gathering feedback
from professionals in the field.

3

EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF TOXICITY IN
AUTOMATICALLY GENERATED PERSONAS
3.1 Overview
One of the most prominent domains exposed to online toxicity
is online content creation, and especially news content. Due to
their reporting of political, religious, and other controversial topics [37, 59, 74], news and media organizations are typical targets
of toxicity. AGPs generated from news audience data are a prime
example of the toxic quote problem in persona generation. In order
to validate this idea, in this research, we compared the personas
created from the data of two organizations—a news channel and
a non-profit—to investigate how prevalent the toxic quotes were
when using algorithmic persona generation. News channels are
routinely attacked by toxic commentators [59], and the attacks
mainly target the channels themselves, religious groups, and nationalities. Because of the high prevalence of toxic comments, these
toxic comments are often included as ‘quotes’ for the personas, and
as a consequence, the AGPs themselves may appear as repulsive
and toxic.

3.2

Data Collection and Persona Generation

The study dataset was collected using the YouTube Analytics API1 ,
in accordance with Google’s terms of service and a research agreement with a major content creation organization that permits the
use of the data for research. The data contains no personally identifiable information concerning individual users, apart from the username used in the comments (which are available on the YouTube
website and are publicly viewable). We do not show these usernames in the generated personas; instead, the personas’ names are
selected based on a probabilistic algorithm [34]. In this research,
we generated social media audience personas using an algorithmic
persona generation system that is state-of-the-art in persona creation [4, 5]. Figure 1 shows an example of a generated persona from
this system. Here, we briefly explain the system’s procedure for
1 https://developers.google.com/youtube/analytics/
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Figure 2: Algorithmic persona generation. Non-negative matrix factorization derives latent patterns from user data (left-hand
side of the illustration). The algorithmic persona generation system then enriches these latent patterns with personified information such as name, picture, demographics, and so on (right-hand side of the illustration). See technical details in [5].
generating AGPs (Figure 2). However, a more detailed technical description of the system can be found in previously published work
[32, 35] that explains the functionalities and algorithmic processes
underlying the system [4, 5].
The algorithmic persona creation system applies the following
steps to generate personas from social media user data:
• Step 1: The persona system creates an interaction matrix
that has online content pieces (e.g., videos) as columns, demographic user groups as rows, and the engagement counts
of each group for each content as elements.
• Step 2: The persona system applies the non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) algorithm [38] to this interaction matrix
to detect a fixed number of latent engagement behaviors.
• Step 3: The persona system chooses representative demographic traits for each engagement behavior from the highest
weights provided by the NMF algorithm.
• Step 4: The persona system finalizes the personas by adding
more information in the representative demographic groups
for each persona, such as name, picture, sociographic, and
topics of interest.
These personas are provided to users (i.e., content creators) via
an algorithmic persona generation system, as shown in Figure 1. By
default, each AGP displays four comments. The comments in these
personas are algorithmically picked at random from the content
the persona has most interacted with. Neither of the organizations
actively moderates their content, so the chosen comments represent unfiltered user-generated comments. These comments can be
refreshed using a feature in the system (see the “Reload” button in
Figure 1, under the comments).

3.3

Evaluating Toxicity in Algorithmically
Generated Personas

We first conducted an exploratory experiment to judge the prevalence of toxicity comments in the social media channel of a news
and media organization, relative to a non-news and media organization (in this case, a non-profit organization). We chose three
personas generated automatically for each organization and refreshed the comments widget eight times, amounting to 32 total
comments that were used to evaluate each persona. We evaluated
three personas for each organization, as the personas’ content may
vary by toxicity. In other words, there were 3 × 32 = 96 comments
per organization, and 192 in total. Two researchers manually coded
the comments for toxic content (1 = Has toxic content, 0 = Does not

have toxic content). The inter-rater agreement was calculated using
Cohen’s Kappa, which indicated a near-perfect agreement (k =
0.90). Any disagreed cases (n = 5, 2.6%) were discussed case-by-case
by the two researchers, and a final label for each was determined
in unison.
The results in Table 1 show that the news and media channel
was subject to a considerably larger extent of toxic commenting, as
we expected. The difference in toxicity prevalence is statistically
significant, with 22.9% of the personas’ comments for the news and
media organization and 10.4% for the non-profit labeled as toxic
[X 2 (1, N = 192) = 5.4, p = .020]. The result underlines not only
the fact that the “natural” toxicity of social media commenting
varies by context (channel), but also that this toxicity is effectively
inherited by the resulting AGPs, as we suggested in the introduction.
In addition, as Figure 3 portrays, there are some differences in the
toxicity of the AGPs, arising from the fact that different content
(videos, in this case) garners different levels of toxicity, which has
been described in previous research as “topic-driven toxicity” [74].
As such, there is a high chance of toxic quotes emerging in the
personas of online news organizations when using algorithmically
generated persona creation approaches, at least in this particular
case. These results provided the motivation for continuing our
research.

4

DEVELOPING AN INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
FOR FILTERING TOXIC QUOTES
4.1 System Design
Our design philosophy was to provide content creators with the
choice of seeing either toxic or non-toxic personas by disabling or
enabling toxic quotes from the persona system. For this purpose,
we developed an ML-based module called PURIFIER. Using this
module, the persona generation algorithms automatically derive
the quotes (i.e., user comments) in the AGPs from the content of
the organization’s social media channel whose personas the system
creates.

4.2

Model Development

To develop an ML model for toxicity detection, we used four datasets
from previous peer-reviewed research (see [62]). We chose these
four datasets to improve applicability across multiple social media platforms, as persona systems work with many data sources.
Notably, their application has been seen to influence the choice of
algorithms and feature representations in previous research [17, 59].
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Table 1: Manual toxicity rating (final ratings after researcher discussions).

Total N (evaluated)
Toxic
Toxic ratio

News organization

Non-profit organization

96
22
22.9%

96
10
10.4%

Figure 3: Number of toxic quotes in the evaluated personas. Error bars indicate standard error. All personas have some toxic
quotes, but these differ in number. For the news organization, the most toxic persona was the first one shown in the system UI.
For the non-profit, the most toxic was the third persona in the system UI. In the system UI, the personas are sorted by their
representation of the channel’s total audience, with personas with a higher representation being shown first.
Using the combined data that consisted of toxic and non-toxic social media comments, we trained various classification algorithms:
Logistic Regression (LR), Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines
(SVM), Feed-Forward Neural Network (FFNN), and Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost). The features included bag of words (BOW),
Term Frequency - Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF), GloVe
word embeddings [55], and Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT), i.e., features obtained from a transformer network [18]. The technical details of the ML model development have been reported in related work [62].
It should be clarified that the contribution of the presented work
is not the development of a toxicity classifier, but its application
and stakeholder evaluation as a tool for filtering toxic content from
AI-generated personas. The technical ML evaluation results (see
Table 3) show that the XGBoost algorithm with all of the features
performed the best (F1 score = 0.924); hence, we chose this model
as the basis for the PURIFIER. Using this model, PURIFIER classifies
each retrieved social media comment. If the classification probability of the comment to be toxic increases beyond 0.50, the AGP
module excludes the comment from being shown in the persona
profile if the toxicity filter is enabled.

4.3

Implementing Toxicity Filtering to the
Persona System’s User Interface

One additional aspect that we must consider when addressing this
design challenge is the variety of individual preferences regarding
the impact of toxic quotes on their persona perceptions. According
to our discussions with the people in the news organization, some

individuals find toxic comments offensive and do not want to see
them. In contrast, others are genuinely interested in their audience’s
“dark side”. Therefore, the decision to see toxic quotes in AGPs
might ultimately be for the persona end user. For this purpose,
we implemented a reasonable solution of providing a standard UI
element in the form of a “toggle” that filters the toxic quotes out/in,
should the user want this option (see Figure 4). We refer to this
option as the Hate Filter. As well as those who may wish to filter
out toxic comments, for example, there may be content creators
who want to understand the sources and targets of the toxicity [66],
so giving users a choice of what they see is crucial for designing
information system UIs for content publishing [20].

5 FEASIBILITY STUDY
5.1 Purpose
A feasibility study of people working in online content creation was
conducted to collect feedback on user perceptions of the toxicity
filter feature’s usefulness, and the possible risks involved. Measured
perceptions and items (see Table 2) were devised to reflect different
aspects relevant for the use case of toxicity filtering. For example,
usefulness was measured by asking, “In your opinion, how useful
is the toxicity filtering feature?” These constructs and items correspond to those deployed in previous quantitative persona user
studies (e.g., [69, 72, 73]).

5.2

Participant Recruitment

To recruit participants, we used Prolific, an online survey and study
platform that has been deployed in previous research, including
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Figure 4: Schematics of PURIFIER. (a) Comment retrieval and filtering in the AGP system: identifying the IDs of the persona’s
most viewed contents, collecting comments from these comments, classifying their toxicity, and storing the comments in a
database. (b) The picture shows the Hate Filter implementation in Persona UI. (c) The picture shows the Hate Filter off and on.
This option gives the persona users ultimate control over seeing or not seeing toxic quotes in their personas.
Table 2: User feedback measures using a seven-point Likert scale: for C01, 7 = Extremely useful; for C02–07, 7 = Strongly agree.
ID
C01
C02
persona
information.
C03
C04
C05

Construct
Usefulness
User Experience

Measurement item
In your opinion, how useful is the toxicity filtering feature?
Using the toxicity filtering feature would improve my user experience when reviewing

Insights
Realism
Risk Factor

C06

Effectiveness

C07

Trust

Using the toxicity filtering feature would improve my understanding of users.
Using the toxicity filtering feature would make the personas more realistic.
I believe that there could be negative consequences when using the toxicity filtering
feature.
I think that the toxicity filtering feature would improve the persona system’s
effectiveness of portraying user segments.
I would trust that the toxicity filtering works correctly.

Intentionally Biasing User Representation?: Investigating the Pros and Cons of Removing Toxic Quotes from Social
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persona user studies [69, 70, 72, 73]. The following sampling criteria
were applied to find people working in online content creation or related fields: Age = 23–65 (as we wanted people active in work-life),
Industry = Publishing (this was the conceptually closest category
available in Prolific), and Student status = No (as we wanted people
active in work-life). The platform indicated 220 matching participants who had been active in the past 90 days. Out of these, we
recruited 51, which was considered to be an adequate number to
provide insights into the matters we focused on. Based on a pre-test
with a handful of participants, the answering time for our survey
was estimated to be around 10 minutes. Based on this estimate, we
set a reward of £1.46 on the Prolific task, which is equivalent to an
hourly rate of £8.76. This exceeds the United Kingdom (UK) hourly
minimum wage for people over 25 years old, as it stood at the time
of the study. Offering a reward level matching at least the minimum
wage is considered as fair treatment of online subjects [85], and we
chose the UK as the basis because of the panel’s large prevalence
of UK residents2 .

5.3

Participant Information

We included an attention check question in the survey to control
the quality of the responses. Of the 51 obtained responses, one
participant failed the attention check and was removed from the
study. This left a total number of 50 participants for the analysis.
More than half were female (n=31, 62.0%), the rest male (n=19,
38.0%). Their average age was 36.2 years (SD=10.0). Slightly over
one-third (36.0%) of the participants were not familiar with personas
before this study. Close to two-thirds (64.0%) knew of personas,
with 44.0% not having used them professionally. Twenty percent
(20.0%) knew of personas and had employed them at least once.
This distribution is similar to that observed in other persona user
studies [67, 70, 71]. To ensure an equitable baseline, all participants
were introduced to the concept of personas and their usage. The
participants’ average work experience in content creation or the
publishing industry was 8.28 years (SD=7.28). The participants
represented 12 nationalities. Most of the participants (56.0%) were
from the UK, with the rest of the participants coming from different
parts of the world, e.g., the United States (n=3, 6.0%), Poland (n=2,
4.0%), Canada (n=2, 4.0%), and Italy (n=2, 4.0%).

5.4

Survey Procedure

Upon entering the survey, the participants were first introduced to
the study, and consent was requested before proceeding. Next, the
participants were given a definition of a persona (“A persona is an
imaginary [fictitious] person that describes a type of user. For example,
‘Lazy Larry’ could be a persona describing a demotivated worker.”),
and an algorithmically generated persona (“Algorithmically generated personas are a particular type of persona. They are created
automatically from social media data, using data science algorithms.”).
The participants were also introduced to the toxic quote problem
and the Hate Filter functionality. After this, the participants were
asked to give feedback on the Hate Filter functionality. In addition
to the statements given in Table 2 which were answered using a
numerical scale, we also asked participants to give open-ended feedback regarding the feature’s risks, benefits, and use cases. These
2 https://www.prolific.co/demographics/
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open answers were qualitatively analyzed, whereas the numerical
answers were analyzed using quantitative statistics.

5.5

Results

The numerical assessment of the Hate Filter is shown in Figure
5. As the Likert scale is widely used as an interval scale in social
science research [87], we also treat it as such, reporting means (M)
and standard deviations (SD) in our data. The high SDs for most
of the perceptions illustrate the different preferences among users
when it comes to assessing different aspects of the feature. These
differences become salient in the open-ended answers, which we
discuss shortly. Effectiveness is an exception, as it has a low standard
deviation (SD = 0.32), with most participants seeing it as low (M
= 2.94). Usefulness and Risk factor are both high, indicating that
the feature is seen to simultaneously have both risks and benefits.
Coupled with the high SDs (SD = 1.42 for usefulness and SD = 1.40
for risk factor), this implies that participants are divided, with some
siding with the toxicity filtering feature and others perceiving it
as a high-risk option. Again, these attitude differences are salient
in the open-ended responses. Trust is above the mid-range (M =
4.30, SD = 1.33, with the mid-range being 4), indicating that, on
average, the participants trust the feature more than they distrust
it. However, the participants do not necessarily see the feature
as required for portraying user segments, which is shown in the
relatively low effectiveness score (M = 2.94, SD = 0.32). Insights (M
= 3.76, SD = 1.68) and Realism (M = 3.62, SD = 1.77) are both below
the mid-range, indicating that toxicity filtering is on average seen
as taking away some aspects of user insights and the realism of the
persona. Also, the participants see the feature as improving their
User experience of personas, although not dramatically (M = 4.64,
SD = 1.32).
Furthermore, we qualitatively categorized the open-ended answers to better understand under which conditions the participants
would see the feature as beneficial or harmful. This categorization
was carried out using the textual features of standard spreadsheet
software. One of the researchers reviewed all of the responses
and assigned labels to them that corresponded with their conceptual separation (i.e., different meanings or “themes” [14]). Another
researcher reviewed the labels and provided additional insights.
Finally, the interpretations were written in the form of a qualitative
analysis, as shown below. Overall, this procedure closely corresponds to the thematic analysis approach offered by Clarke et al.
[14].
In cases where participants indicated their use of the feature
would depend on something, they were asked to specify the issue.
The most prominent category in these specifying answers was topic,
where the participants strongly indicated their use of the feature
would depend on what issue they were investigating or writing
about (e.g., “It would depend on the topic you are researching for
your journalism [sic]” [P05]). If the topic would be controversial,
then it might be justified to either turn off toxic quotes so as not
to let them become a distraction, or to enable them to see the full
picture of audience responses:
• “Depends on whether or not I am writing on a contentious
or divisive subject” (P08).
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Figure 5: Numerical assessment of the Hate Filter. The bars indicate the mean scores given by the participants; the error bars
indicate the standard deviation of the scores.
• “It depends on what my field would be. For example, if I
were a music journalist, I would use the filter because hateful
comments would not be relevant. If my job was to report
about politics, on the other hand, I would want to see all
opinions, even if I think they are abhorrent” (P09).
• “Depends on the topic. If it would be sensitive topic for a
private person (for example, a mother who lost her children)
I’d use that. But if it was news about world/national politics—
then no, as it may be interpreted as censorship” (P10).
• “It would depend on whether I wanted general information
on the type of people I’d be addressing so I knew how to
tailor the content; but if I wanted the true picture for some
reason (e.g., if I was looking into toxic online behaviour or
bigotry online) I’d probably want to look at it unfiltered”
(P13).
The results imply that different topics result in different information needs, where for some cases toxic comments can be useful
information, and for others they would not be useful. We identified
six specific use cases in the participants’ responses to the openended question “In what kind of journalistic tasks do you see the
toxicity-filtering feature as being useful?” (Table 3). Avoiding an
extreme view of the online audiences was the most striking theme,
and compatible with the premise proposed in the introduction that
“most people are not toxic”. Several responses were based on a similar assumption of extreme views distracting from the mainstream
(non-toxic) news readers (e.g., “If you’re writing fairly light content
that is only going to be seen as controversial by people who tend
to be toxic online. Or if you are tailoring content to a specific audience where trolling/bigotry etc [sic] is unlikely to be much of an
issue. Then you’d probably be able to look past all the noise and get

better insights about what interests people in general” [P30]). Interestingly, P24 referred to specifically learning about toxic audience
segments, with the implication of developing a further functionality
to only show those personas with toxic quotes. However, the current implementation of PURIFIER works in a different way, filtering
toxic quotes out, not in.
The open-ended responses were particularly insightful concerning the risks of the feature (see Table 4). The biggest concern was
inaccuracy, i.e., whether the persona no longer matches reality (e.g.,
“You don’t know the true nature of a person” [P4]). Particularly, the
participants feared that an omission of toxic quotes might make
the personas seem less toxic than they actually are, which would
hinder their usefulness for content creation tasks (“If researching
topics such as conspiracy theorists, racism, or extreme political positions, the filter could give too moderate an impression” [P8]). The
participants used words like “skew” (“Skewing data or viewpoints”
[P10]), “false impression” (“Content creators might miss interesting
data or gain a false impression of a situation” [P14]), “untruthful”
(“It may be ‘untruthful’ or not painting the full picture regarding
someone, or a particular story” [P16]), and “misleading” (“that the
values filtered are justified and a misleading persona is created”
[P39]) to highlight these concerns.
Incompleteness is similar to inaccuracy but is nonetheless a distinct concept that refers to toxicity filtering hiding certain facets
of the persona. Therefore, the persona may be accurate but still be
incomplete, as its “dark side” is not revealed to the user. Twelve
participants (24.0%) mentioned this risk by way of: “limited understanding or view of topic or persona” (P5); “It can disguise a side of
the persona that is very much an important part of it” (P22); “You
only see the ‘good’ of people and omit their true selves” (P45); “You
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Table 3: Participant-generated use cases for Hate Filter.
Theme

Example

Fighting hate speech
Protecting younger audiences
Stories dealing with sensitive themes

Research focus
Avoid getting an extreme view

Understanding toxic users

“Fighting hate speech of any kind.” (P03)
“presenting a persona to a younger audience” (P04)
“In articles that deal with highly sensitive and/or controversial themes. For example,
recently in my country there was a campaign where people who had experienced abuse as
children shared their stories. It was painful to read any toxic/hateful comments after
listening to these people. In this case, a toxicity filter would have been useful.” (P07)
“If the comments are not relevant to the topic then I think the filter can be useful while
doing research.” (P20)
“For getting a sense of audience, without relying on the ‘those who shout loudest get most
attention’ element. We have a view of our readers who engage - comment on posts etc. But
often people post more intensely online than they would in real life and might engage in
hyperbole to make a point. Not everyone who makes a comment is as extreme as the
comments might imply. This would impact deciding on the kind of stories we cover and
how much prominence we give them - are they of interest to our audience?” (P15)
“I think it would be more useful if you actually wanted to find toxic profiles for a specific
purpose, e.g. if researching an article on hate speech.” (P24)

Table 4: Risks relating to toxicity filtering as observed by the participants.
Category
Inaccuracy
Incompleteness
False positives
Filter bubble
Censorship
No risks
Eliminates accountability
Lack of reflection
Aggravation
Language coverage

Frequency of mentions (% of total)
16 (32.0%)
12 (24.0%)
5 (10.0%)
4 (8.0%)
4 (8.0%)
4 (8.0%)
2 (4.0%)
1 (2.0%)
1 (2.0%)
1 (2.0%)

don’t see the in extremis [sic] positions which, when weighed correctly, might show you where moderate users draw the line.” (P18).
Filter bubble refers to blocking out views and information that could
be useful or even needed [39], and was mentioned by four (8.0%)
participants. One participant mentioned that there might be legitimate concerns in toxic comments that would be left unobserved
if such comments were hidden (“If you’re entirely unaware of it
you might provoke further toxic reactions. Some of what appears
to be toxic might actually be people flagging up problems with the
content, but just doing it in a dysfunctional/aggressive way” [P30]).
Lack of reflection is a similar theme, and refers to losing context
and insights into how a news story was received and why (“I’d be
wary that using the filter could paint an inaccurate picture of the
audience. For example, if the majority of the comments were toxic,
but the filter covered/removed them, there would be no chance to
question exactly why this article/video had attracted this kind of
audience.” [P7]).
Aggravation refers to leaving audience members unheard and
without a voice (“I see some people getting upset with their views
not being heard.” [P19]). The idea is that ignoring toxic voices would

only make them grow louder. Four participants (8.0%) also found
toxicity filtering problematic from the perspective of freedom of
speech, as toxicity filtering could be interpreted as a form of censorship (“censorship or lack of freedom to express ourselves” [P2]).
There were two technical concerns that the participants mentioned:
false positives and language coverage. The former refers to the system making an incorrect judgment of a comment’s toxicity and
therefore operating in an unfair manner (“It may hide legitimate
comments.” (P37); “AI can be wrong and can’t necessarily detect
any nuances. It could, for example, mute someone that was quoting
someone else, not in agreement, just to provide context.” (P20)). The
language concern refers to the ability of the system to filter out
comments written in different languages (“It may filter out nontoxic comments that just use the same language.” [P36]). Indeed,
the current implementation of PURIFIER is only compatible with
the English language.
Four participants (8.0%) perceived no risk to be associated with
toxicity filtering (e.g., “I don’t see any risk. I am in favor.” [P40]; “I
don’t think there will be any risks” [P6]). These participants could
be considered as Hate-Filter Advocates, but in contrast, there is a
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distinct group of participants who can be labeled as Hate-Filter
Critics (e.g., “It may hide true views and expressions that the personas may have. If you are just open to the positive quotes, you
may not fully understand their real persona without seeing their
toxic quotes. Seeing the toxic quotes of a persona may change your
whole perspective and impression of them and I think that’s important.” [P32]). This division also shows in regard to the participants’
willingness to use the feature. Participants were strongly divided
in their views, with almost identical numbers judging the feature
positively (n = 17) versus negatively (n = 16). A similar number of
participants (n = 17) indicated their use would depend on contextual
factors. Moreover, the Pearson’s correlation between usefulness
and risk factor is r = –0.39, p = .004, which indicates a statistically
significant negative relationship. Notably, participants who give
the toxicity filtering feature a high score for usefulness are more
likely to give it a low score for riskiness, and vice versa.

6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Theoretical and Practical Implications
This research contributes an evaluation of an automated tool for
screening (and removing) toxic quotes from algorithmically generated personas. Given the widespread use of personas in HCI
research, the topic is relevant to both practitioners and researchers.
Particularly, the choices made by algorithms pose a vexing issue
for organizations that create social media personas and whose social media comments contain high levels of toxicity, such as online
news channels that often garner toxic comments [46, 59]. This issue
is connected to the broader picture of moderation challenges in
social media [24, 31], namely, to what extent should moderation of
comment datasets be done and by whom?
Using data science algorithms for persona creation implies that
automatically creating social media personas drastically differs
from the traditional persona creation, where human persona creators have complete control over what quotes to include in the
persona profiles, usually hand-picking comments that are not toxic
or writing the comments themselves. Thus, the use of algorithms
shifts some of this persona creation agency from humans to the
algorithm that has no consideration for culturally or socially sensitive topics, referred to as the lack of design sensibilities [26]. We
addressed this issue by automatically labeling the persona quotes
for toxicity in a background system, and then giving the persona
users a choice of either showing or hiding the toxic quotes. Doing
so is more suitable than automatically hiding or deleting of the
comments, which would violate the accuracy principle of personas
(i.e., misleading decision-makers in their audience), as well as compromising the freedom of expression (i.e., blocking out dissident
views) with the negative effect of harming the content creators’
perceptions of personas.
The aspect of choice is also important here because it seems to
align with our findings. Namely, there is a group of content creators
that favors the toxicity filtering functionality (roughly one-third of
the participants). There is another group that is skeptical about the
functionality (again, roughly one-third of the participants). Finally,
there is a group that sees the value of functionality as being tied to
the context of a content creation task (the last third of the participants). In particular, the topic the content creator is researching or
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writing about impacts the perceived usefulness of toxicity filtering.
For example, some investigative content creators may purposefully
seek to understand hate communities or to discover misinformation
online [44], and for them, having an unfiltered view of the comments is a necessary requirement for their work. Conceptually, this
is associated with the goal of creating extreme personas (or characters [19]), and specifically focusing on deviant outlier behaviors.
It was also interesting to observe that the participants’ responses
mirrored the concerns pointed out in previous literature. Namely,
the fact that altering the quotes may increase the perception of
personas being misleading matters, as ‘misleading’ is specifically
mentioned [43] as one of the negative stereotypes that users associate with personas (albeit there being a risk that personas are
always stereotypical to some extent [83]). Hence, this connotation
of biasing the user representation is not desirable for all stakeholders. Therein lies an interesting distinction and conflict of biases;
namely, that toxic quotes can bias the stakeholder perception towards negativity, but removing the toxicity can bias it to positivity.
Both of these types of bias can have unintended consequences for
design. One option to explore here is to more strongly convey to
stakeholders that personas are a group of people [27], and though
this, possibly limit the biasing effect of mixed sentiments in the
persona quotes.
From an ethical point of view, if the PURIFIER would be enabled
by default, then two fundamental rights could be violated – those
of people that the personas are based on, and those of people using the
personas. The former would be susceptible to censorship, muting,
and “canceling,” which cannot be seen as optimal solutions to the
toxicity problem [12], and the latter would be misguided by giving
them a too “rosy” picture of their real audience. The automatic
exclusion of toxic comments from personas could even be considered as a dark pattern of design, i.e., a UI design choice that steers
or deceives users into making potentially harmful decisions [42].
Hence, from a system development perspective, we postulate that
the solution is to give content creators the option to hide or not
hide toxic comments, rather than the system making this choice on
their behalf. The value of this functionality is that content creators
can use it to show only “serious” (constructive) comments, instead
of being upset or derailed by toxic comments. As shown by the
strong division in the participants’ attitudes for toxicity filtering,
there are those who keenly advocate the feature and those who
show a great deal of hesitancy. Therefore, there is a need for user
choice in “co-creating” the personas with algorithms, which the
Hate Filter exemplifies.

6.2

Limitations and Future Research and
Development

This study has some limitations that the reader should be aware of.
First, the participants were screened to be working in publishing.
While this was the closest option afforded by the data collection
platform, publishing could be seen as being much broader than online content creation. We did not specifically gauge the participants’
experience with online content creation, which is something that
should be done in future work. On the other hand, we also did not
observe any confusion or misunderstanding in the open answers
given by the participants that would indicate them as having not
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understood the point of using toxicity filtering for content creation
with personas.
Second, the questionnaire contained concepts that might not
be known by participants, such as UX. Again, while we did not
observe any difficulties based on the participants’ open answers, the
questions may leave some room for interpretation. Furthermore, the
underlying constructs that the questions aimed to evaluate might
not have been fully captured, even though, again, from the open
answers, confusion among the participants seems unlikely.
Overall, social media persona creation is challenging because a
persona, by definition as representing a ‘group of people’, contains
diverse views. Hence, in a strict sense, most social media personas
would inevitably have both less and more toxic facets. One of the
participants expressed this same idea: “Sadly, sometimes there IS
an extreme element - ideally you want something that will reflect
the general feeling but not overlook the vocal minority.” [P15]).
Given this heterogeneity, future work could investigate a mixture
of toxic and non-toxic quotes in AGPs, answering questions such
as: Are there thresholds to frequency and strength of toxicity that
can “tip over” the users’ perceptions of the persona? Is the “one
rotten apple spoils the basket” effect valid, or would persona users
be able to understand that a single toxic quote does not represent
all users corresponding with the persona? These issues need more
investigation.
Future work could also address the saliency and active use of
toxicity filtering in interactive persona systems. Our data shows
that users are not actively applying the feature in a naturalistic
setting, which could be for a number of reasons. For example, the
users might not perceive the feature in the UI (saliency issue) or
properly understand how it works (on-boarding or explainability
issue), or they simply might not want to hide toxic quotes. These
aspects inhibiting the use of toxicity filtering should be clarified
in future research. Finally, two specific development ideas were
inferred from the user feedback: (1) creation of purely toxic personas
(i.e., “filtering in” toxic quotes) for special focus on toxic personas,
(2) and increasing PURIFIER’s language coverage from English to
other languages which is important because social media content
often attracts comments in various languages. PURIFIER should
incorporate these features in the future, and there is also a need
for removing bot-generated comments from the source material, as
bots play a “social role” in algorithms that are trained using social
media data [76], including the current use case of creating social
media personas.
Finally, there are concerns of ethical persona creation [60], which
could be defined as personas that do not violate the rights of any
stakeholder groups. While we advise persona creators to apply toxicity detection when creating personas from social media user data,
this does not automatically mean the censoring of toxic quotes from
AGPs by default (as the latter would be using algorithmic power to
make choices on information seen by users on their behalf). The
matter of toxicity is more complex than that, and involves at least
two major ethical considerations. First, there is an issue of truthfulness or accuracy. If, indeed, many comments in the channel’s
data are toxic, then content creators that are using personas to
understand their audiences need to be made aware of this. In other
words, is it not the right of the content creator to know about the
“dark side” of their audience? Second, toxicity filtering may affect
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the voice of social media users[17], prompting the question as to
whether toxic user types have the right to be represented in social
media personas? In a broader sense, this discussion relates to a
larger theme in using algorithms to battle toxicity. That is, how
should toxicity classification scores be used in real systems? Previous
research in HCI has featured surprisingly little discussion on this
matter, even though toxicity is regarded as a serious matter of human interaction via computing systems [22, 78, 82]. Therefore, a
discussion on the normative basis of dealing with toxicity in computing systems is needed. Specifically: What is the standpoint of
HCI on deploying toxicity detection in computing systems?

7

CONCLUSION

In the absence of human supervision, algorithmically generated personas may be overwhelmed with toxic quotes. As these toxic quotes
may have detrimental effects on content creators’ perceptions of
the personas, there is a need to provide tools for content creators
to manage such comments. We demonstrated the integration of
such functionality to an algorithmic persona generation system,
while discussing its impact on ethical persona creation, considering
both pros and cons. A feasibility study revealed both hate-filter
critics (∼1/3 of the participants), advocates (∼1/3), as well as those
who fell in between (∼1/3). The usefulness of toxicity filtering is
primarily driven in the online content creation context, by the type
of stories content creators are writing, and for some topics, toxic
quotes can be useful information, while for others, they distract or
mislead. Therefore, the control of toxicity filtering should be left in
the hands of the end users of the personas and users of the persona
systems.
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